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1. Answer the following as directed : 1x6=6

(a) Anaimalai Hills is situated in Eastern

Ghats / Western Ghats of India.

( Choose the correct one )

(b) Which State of India is leading producer
of manganese?
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(c) ranks 1st / 2nd / 3rd position in
production of aluminium.

( Choose the correct one )

(d) Koyna Hydroelectric Project is in
M^arashtra.

( Write True or False )

(e) The hairpin shaped bend of Eastern
Hhti^aya near Lohit knot is also known
as .

( Fill in the blank )

(f) Name the highest peak of Nagaland.

2. Answer the following questions (within
150 words each) : 4x3=12

(a) Write the importance and distribution of
black soil in India.

Or

Write a note on Ganga river system

(b) Write a brief note on the production of
limestone in India.

Or

Write a short note on Western Ghats.
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I 3 )

(c) Draw the natural vegetation map of
North-East India and mention about
Alpine forest.

Or

Draw a map of North-East India and
show the drainage systems.

UNIT—I

( Physical Geography of India )

3. Describe the Peninsular plateau regions of
India with the help of a map.

Or

Explain how climate influences upon the
distribution of natural vegetation of India "

Unit—II

( Mineral and Power Resources )

4. Explain how conservation of resources is ■
important in present-day scenario. 10

Or

What is the difference between conventional
and non-convenUonal energy sources? Give
an account on the distribution of any one
non-conventional energy in India. 4+6=10
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Unit—III

( Physical Geography of Iforth-East India )

5. With the help of a map, describe the spatial
distribution of soils in North-East India. 10

Or

What are the factors that influence the

climate of North-East India? State the

climatic regions of North-East India. 5+5=10
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